
2014/15 Budget Review: Executive Summary 

The current four years' Council Plan originally costs ratepayers in total 

 $552m operating expense (OPEX), which has increased to $613m; 

 $100m capital expenditure (CAPEX) which has increased to $129m. 

These figures translate to an increase of 11% in OPEX, and 28.1% in CAPEX. The total revenue (which includes assets 

sale proceeds) only increased marginally by a very small increase of 0.4% to $684m. Consequently, this budget is not 

a convincing "back to basics" budget, 

 

The capacity of Monash Council to provide rates reduction is determined by comparing its working capital ratio and 

unrestricted cash reserves. Working capital ratio is a liquidity risk measure, which indicates Council's capacity to pay 

bills when they fall due - 150% is the target aimed for by Council. Unrestricted cash surplus means free cash not tied 

to meet any internal and external1 restrictions - next year the estimate is $28m and in 2017/18 it will increase to 

$45m. When compared with current liabilities, the ratio shows the percentage of excess cash against bills to be paid.  

 

The financial analysis shows that there is ample capacity for Monash Council to accommodate beyond 3% rates 

reduction, without impacting its working capital ratio and unrestricted case reverse levels for the next 4 years. There 

is no reason why Monash Council cannot reduce rates and capped at CPI levels at least. 

Other budget quality improvement commentaries include inclusion of clear statements of best value business case of 

new projects and major capital acquisition/upgrade initiatives; improvements to assets management with clear 

declaration of assets considered as strategic, service value adding or are candidates for future divestment review. 

On behalf of the community, MRI would like to propose Council consider a rate reduction in the next budget, which 

we have proven is certainly within the capacity of this Council, at least for the next 4 years. We appreciate a formal 

response regarding this community request, with full explanation information.  

                                                           
1
 External restrictions include contingent provision for future Defined Superannuation Liability payouts 



Review Report Details 

MRI’s budget review is underpinned by 2 questions: 

1. How much does it cost to deliver the current Council Plan? 

2. Can Monash Council afford rates reduction? 

Addressing Q: How much does it cost to deliver the current Council Plan? 
When the 2013/14 budget plan was approved last 
June, it also declared the Strategic Resource Plan 
(SRP)’s financial targets for achieving the current 
Council Plan within the next 4 years.  
 
It would raise $681m from rates and other sources 
(including sale proceeds), incur an operating expense 
(OPEX) of $552m and capital expenditure (CAPEX) of 
$101m. 
 
During the 2014/15 draft budget planning, 
Councillors have instructed Council Finance Officers 
of their spending list, which has increase the total 
SRP costs by: 
 

 

 0.4% increase in revenue forecast; 
 

 11%  (~$61m) increase in OPEX; 
 

 28.1% (~$28m) in CAPEX, of which: 
 

o 33% (~$9m) was spent on capital 
upgrade/renewal and  
 

o 67% ($19m) spent on new capital 
acquisition. 

 
While there is virtually no change in SRP revenue 
forecasts, the current Council Plan now costs 
ratepayers a total increase of 14% ($89m) of OPEX 
and CAPEX costs to deliver the current Council Plan 
by 2016/17. 

 

 

Addressing Q2: Can Monash Council afford rates reduction? 
This Q is best answered by examining the Council’s working capital and unrestricted cash levels: 

 Working capital ratio is a liquidity risk measure, which indicates Council's capacity to pay bills when they fall 

due - 150% is the target aimed for by Council.  

 Unrestricted cash surplus means free cash not tied to meet any internal and external2 restrictions. When 

compared with current liabilities, the ratio shows the percentage of excess cash against bills to be paid.  

The recent aged care assets sale proceeds have increased Council’s financial health to unprecedented very high 

levels for at least the next four years, with working capital ratios rising above 150% working capital each year and 

annually increasing levels of unrestricted case surplus  (from $23m to $45m).  

This very positive financial position gives Council high affordability and capacity to invest in future and large 

capital projects and acquisitions. What this means, this gives Council a high propensity to approve mega projects, 

                                                           
2
 External restrictions include contingent provision for future Defined Superannuation Liability payouts 



such as the Glen Waverley Library and Community Hub. We also understand that project supporting activities 

have commenced as early as 2012, such as amendment of the Planning Scheme to include 400 future car parks in 

Glen Waverley; preserving the deficit cost running Euvena Car-park for future reallocation of the Bogong Ave car 

parks, etc. 

We conduct a sensitivity analysis of rate reduction impacts on working capital ratio and unrestricted cash surplus to 

test the viability of Council’s capacity to lower rates for its community. 

 

 
As a result of this analysis, we can confirm that this budget is not 
a "back to basics" budget. It is an excessively financially healthy 
budget that can afford rates reduction in addition to the 
proposed spending, while still meeting above 150% working 
capital ratio and preserving generous unrestricted cash reserves. 
The FinPro's  Best Practice Guide for Vic City Council Budget 
Modelling 2014/15 recommends appropriately 140% working 
capital and close to 60% for unrestricted cash. 

 
 The conclusion is that capping rates is certainly very well 
within the capacity of Monash City. It can also 
accommodate no rate rise and even possibly consider 
dropping rates by 4% without incurring ill financial health. 

 
This very viable rates reduction capacity does not include 
future “back to basics” budget optimisation effort that can 
further increase SRP efficiency, working capital ratio and 
unrestricted cash reserves. 
 

Other Budget Quality Gaps 
We noted that consolidating best value aka cost-benefit statements (supported with KPI measures) for new 

projects/initiatives are not clearly communicated. We also noted that there is no best value review for the Euvena 

carpark - this raises the question whether this asset is poorly managed or is deemed as a strategic asset for enabling 

some underlying major project not disclosed publically at this stage. When declaring clear best value statements for 

new projects/initiatives, not only will Council show compliance to the LG Act's Best Value requirements, but also 

show to the communicate the business case and benefit measures of new projects, as  well as indicating projects' 

new capital or upgraded existing capital assets are strategic or just operating maintenance. This communication 

clarity needs address in the final budget version. 

The draft Budget does not provide clarity of which assets are strategic, required for core service delivery or just have 

remain because of legacy practices.  As Council has set the selling of aged care assets as a precedent for improving 

assets management, the Budget does not show this commitment extended to other deficit running assets, such as 

aquatic centres and car-park amenities. There is scope for assets management optimisation, which not only show 

commitment to a "back to basics" budget planning culture, but also further free up unnecessarily non core business 

expenditures for core and value adding services delivery.  
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Councillors' Collective Influence on Budget Performance for the Last 3 Years 
Since 2012, Councillors' collective decision influence on budget planning reveals that expenditure in community 

development services is incrementally reducing over the last 3 years, to allow for increases to: 

 More infrastructure capital and city development spending; 

 More overheads (CEO and corporate services) spending 

 

This longitudinal trend reveals that Council is gearing up its cost shifting to incrementally allow for more future 

infrastructure and city planning spending, made more possible by the sale proceeds of its 2 aged care assets. 

The Mayor's message - "By working smarter across all areas of Council activity, we have achieved $2.8 million of 

annual savings which we will now use to reinvest in Monash's physical infrastructure. I am very pleased that this 

extra spending has been achieved through driving internal efficiencies rather by simply hiking rates ...... as a result of 

these comprehensive service review, I am confident that there is no other council in Victoria which is more efficiently 

run than this one" - is simply not true. 

Over the last 3 years, Councillors' collective influence on budget planning is fostering cost shifting. Cost shifting has 

objectives and is about cooking the books in budget gaming, and it does NOT represent operating efficiency. 

 

Next Step:  On behalf of the Monash community, MRI asks that Council to consider reducing rates from 6% to at 

least 3% or more for the 2014/15 year. From the financial evidence given, we know this meeting this request is very 

viable and it will have little impact on Council’s unprecedented windfall and healthy financial position. We also ask 

that Council provide an official response (with supporting explanation details) to this community request. 



SRP Analysis - Comparison of SRP Revenue, OPEX & CAPEX : Original (2013/14) Vs Revised (2014/15) 

 

 


